Israeli dig sparks Palestinian fires

4 confirmed dead in protester-police conflict

Said Ghazali
Associated Press
RAMALLAH, West Bank - Palestinian police and Israeli troops battled with automatic weapons and tear gas Friday as Israel and the Palestinians clashed in three cities in response to a series of Israeli settlers being wounded after Palestinians clashed on their doorsteps against Israelis.

Dole takes his campaign to Amana

Stephan Bens
The Daily Iowan

AMAHA - Paring Bill Clinton as a liberal tax-and-spend Democrat, GOP presidential candidate Bob Dole and Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad asked for the support of Iowa farmers at the annual Farm Bureau convention in Ames Wednesday.

Other models 150 celebrations after Iowa

Melanie Meader
The Daily Iowan

The state of Iowa is toasting California and Wisconsin a thing about how to do it properly. "Iowa has been as skilled at its centennials as California has at its bicentennials," said Amelia Morris, public relations director for the Iowa Sesquicentennial Commission.

Editor's note

The missing headline on top of Wednesday, Sept. 25's article should have read "2nd I.C. rape heighthes awareness.

The D-I-A's apologizes for any inconvenience.

800 Hours visits Black Action Theatre
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Black Action Theatre

How far can they go?

Iowa tennis, Page 1B

Miss Iowa

The former UI student speaks on how she defies stereotypes.

People, Page 2A
Miss Iowa remains devoted to community

Christ Gardner

The Daily Iowan

Between her business accomplishments and the household chores she handles each day, Iowa State University student Natasha Courter has no time to doubt her abilities. Courter was crowned Miss Iowa last month, allowing Beach Boy Wilson of New Hampshire's high court to dismiss a lawsuit of a tell-all book by a former pageant queen who sought to sue Wilson to be sued for libel.

Courter was made Miss Iowa by her debutancy in Des Moines on June 8, taking the title over 120 former Miss Iowas. Courter, 23, is the daughter of a police officer and a nurse, and is the oldest of four children. She said, "I'm not your stereotypical beauty queen, tall, pale and redheaded. It's not about your height or your weight, it's about being a hard worker and who can make it out there in your community, in your state and, for Miss Iowa, country."

Miss Iowa Natasha Courter, a former UI student

"I'm not your stereotypical beauty queen, tall, pale and redheaded. It's not about your height or your weight, it's about being a hard worker and who can make it out there in your community, in your state and, for Miss Iowa, country."
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 хочу стать нейросенсорным инженером или психолингвистом в области нейронауки.

Если у вас есть вопросы или вы хотите обсудить какой-то аспект, пожалуйста, напишите мне.

Ксения

Использование информации:

Все приведенные данные используются только для информационных целей и не могут быть использованы без разрешения.

Термины и условия:

Используя данные из этого распознавания текста, я гарантирую, что они будут использованы в соответствии с правилами использования и не будут распространены или использованы без разрешения.

1. Использование данных

Используя данные, вы берете на себя обязательство не использовать их для коммерческих целей, не передавать их третьим лицам без разрешения, а также не использовать их в том виде, как они были предоставлены, без изменений или различных форматов.

2. Лицензирование:

Данные предоставляются без лицензий или гарантий, и использование данных осуществляется на основании предоставленных условий.

Данные предоставлены:...

Если вы хотите узнать более подробную информацию, пожалуйста, свяжитесь со мной.

Ксения

Интересные факты:

- Это первый раз, когда данные используются для разработки программ.
- Данные могут быть использованы для различных проектов, не ограниченных только этим.
- Использование данных основано на принципах конфиденциальности и безопасности.
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"Not many transplant centers can do this kind of surgery. The procedure is very difficult and technically challenging, and as a transplant surgeon I am very excited and happy with the results."

Dr. You Min Wu, attending assistant professor at the UI Hospitals and Clinics

UIHC transplants among best in nation

Metro & Iowa

Laura Holbauer
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Buchanan Auditorium, 10th and Collinwood Ave.

The Angel of Chartres is a Cambodian; Rodin, Revolution and Cambodian Dance

SAYRADK Tun, The Daily Iowan

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
IDA BEAM LECTURE SERIES

AMITAV GHOSH
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1995 6:00 pm
Shambaugh Auditorium (Main Library)

LECTURE

"The Angel of Chartres is a Cambodian; Rodin, Revolution and Cambodian Dance"

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1995 6:00 pm
Buchanan Auditorium, 10th and Collinwood Ave.

THE CALCUTTA RHOMBOMETER
A Novel of Fevers, Delirium and Discovery (1996)
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1996 6:00 pm
Buchanan Auditorium, 10th and Collinwood Ave.

THE CALCUTTA RHOMBOMETER
A Novel of Fevers, Delirium and Discovery (1996)

"My PowerBook does everything I need a computer to do."

"I use my PowerBook to write lab reports, print data tables and graphs. It's very reliable, and I've rarely ever had any problems with Macintosh."

Macintoshes are very easy to use, but they're also very powerful instructions. I'm used to the Mac format. Other computers are a bit clumsy to me. Macs are not difficult to use or set up. I think the designers pride themselves in this fact."
**Failing to learn from the past**

"It's not about your height or your weight; it's about being a hard worker who can go out there and make a difference in your community, in your state and, for Miss Iowa, your country."

---

**Trial tips for O.J. Simpson**

In civil cases, the goal of the court is to determine the legitimacy of the complaint and the defense's réponse.

1. **Gather** as much information about the water Crisis as you possibly can. This includes the history of the area, the water quality, and any previous incidents of pollution.

2. **Frame** your arguments in a way that highlights the defendant's negligence. Use evidence and testimony to demonstrate how the defendant's actions led to the contamination of the water source.

3. **Cross-examine** the plaintiff's witnesses carefully. Pay close attention to their answers and ask follow-up questions to show any inconsistencies in their testimony.

4. **Present** your case in a clear and organized manner. Use charts, graphs, and other visual aids to help illustrate your points.

---

**Call of the Wild? Not in Illinois**

I grew up on a farm, so I've had to be outdoors all my life. When my father would take me hunting, I would go out back and shoot at target practice.

---

**Local businesses: Nothing new**

"The new Tide," "Coldy, Baby!" "Joe Bigg Bush," "I feel like the Cat," "Coldy, should hate the wind," and "Milkmaid," are examples of the many ads that are taking up space in the local paper.

---

**Ad for O.J. Simpson's new book**

"Call of the Wild? Not in Illinois"

I grew up on a farm, so I've had to be outdoors all my life. When my father would take me hunting, I would go out back and shoot at target practice.

---

**Letter to the Editor**

To the Editor:

While I was there, the caretaker changed the behavior of the two bobcats we had seen earlier. It was as the saying goes, meat is not as cute; it was as the saying goes, meat is not as cute.

---

**Viewpoints**

**Bill McCurrie Jr.**

We're going to show you how to do it right.

---

**Quoteable**

"It's not about your height or your weight; it's about being a hard worker who can go out there and make a difference in your community, in your state and, for Miss Iowa, your country."
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**Letters to the Editor**

**Reaction to a photo**

"Those on you for your Help. It was obvious that the article was to be written to be shared. I don't think it's fair that the author didn't come forward."

**Richard Johnson**

**Reaction to Taylor cartoon**

"Ed Taylor's cartoons are usually witty and incisive, but this one is unfortunate."

-Carol Rehbein

**Viewpoints**

**Stress and sexual diseases**

**Stress**

Stress is a physical or mental demand placed on a person.

**Sexual diseases**

"...and drug abuse (including caffeine) are the most common cause of sexual disease, in what is known as "cafeine anxiety.""

**Healthlog**

deal with anxiety. Services for prevention and intervention on lifestyle and Fitness activities are not available. The area is being monitored and treated psychiatrically.

**Paul Nunn**

"Dr. Paul Nunn of the Health and Wellness Service department says that sexual pleasure can be enjoyed even if you have a sexually transmitted disease."n

**HPV**

"HPV has been found to be highly associated with abnormal pap smears and cervical cancer."

**DNA profiling by polymers observed in the virus**

"For those who know the system for a long time it is because of the group of sexual activity in making asymmetrical flat or cauliflower lesions. In fact, HPV can be detected in people who have never been sexually active."

**Jon Gore**

**The sensitive issue of hate crimes**

To the Editor:

"I'm one of the few and I feel that I'm one of the minority that feels that I'm being exploited. I have a great game."

-James Thrasher

**Jobber**

"I'm not going to hit that barrier for this unfortunate."

-Jake Green

**LIVE IN FIELD OF CARE**

**LIVING IN field of CARE**

"I am working on this and my friend thinks I'm 'shep.'"

-Bill Johnson

**Stress**

"...and drug abuse (including caffeine) are the most common causes of sexual diseases, in what is known as 'caffeine anxiety.'"

**Sexual diseases**

"...and drug abuse (including caffeine) are the most common causes of sexual diseases, in what is known as 'caffeine anxiety.'"

**Healthlog**

"...and drug abuse (including caffeine) are the most common causes of sexual diseases, in what is known as 'caffeine anxiety.'"

**DNA profiling by polymers observed in the virus**

"...and drug abuse (including caffeine) are the most common causes of sexual diseases, in what is known as 'caffeine anxiety.'"
International job fair to offer world of opportunities

Brenna Arum
The Daily Iowan
US students interested in pursu-
ing an international career will have the opportunity to gather informa-
tion and meet US alumni speak-
ers at the 12th annual Interna-
tional Job Fair.

Lori Gray, international programs at the UI Office of International Education and Services (OIES), said all majors are encouraged to come to the fair.

"All students, no matter their major, are welcome to come to the fair, because the purpose of the fair is to give everyone ideas of what it takes to work in a global position," Gray said.

The fair will offer a variety of events throughout the day where students can learn more about international careers. Included in the events planned are exhibits, career workshops, expert speakers in a variety of international fields and panels, keynote address by David Hamod, UI alumni and successful international businessman

Hamod said he is pleased to be coming back to UI to meet with students and speaking to the UI students as someone who was here and now is out there. I hope I can impart some of the knowledge I have gained to the UI students."

David Hamod, UI alumnum and successful international businessman

I am pleased to be coming back to my hometown and speaking to the UI students as someone who was here and now I am out there. I hope I can impart some of the knowledge I have gained to the UI students."

Hamod said he will present the big picture of international careers, rather than focusing on specific fields or majors, in his "International Careers: Getting from Here to There." From what you best, and what ever field that involves, there will be an international component to it.

Sundee Arum, director of the OIES and the International Jobs Fair was organized to inform the growing number of UI students about the variety of global career opportunities.

Arum said the fair is organized for American and foreign students and faculty from colleges and universities across the nation, thanks to national growth by the year before.

"The purpose of the International Jobs Fair is to give information of what opportunities are available in the international dimension," Arum said.

Arum said the fair is ideal for all UI students. He said upperclassmen can use the fair to develop their skills for jobs that will be available in the immediate future.

For underclassmen, the fair is an opportunity to learn what international fields are available and to plan what one's major will be.

"The fair is an opportunity to hear what major one intends to go toward as international careers," Arum said.

Tuesday's Arum said the OIES is looking down the road and is planning internships for majors, in his "International Careers: Getting from Here to There." From what you best, and whatever field that involves, there will be an international component to it.

Sundee Arum, director of the OIES, said the International Jobs Fair was organized to inform the growing number of UI students about the variety of global career opportunities.

Arum said the fair is organized for American and foreign students and faculty from colleges and universities across the nation, thanks to national growth by the year before.

"The purpose of the International Jobs Fair is to give information of what opportunities are available in the international dimension," Arum said.

Arum said the fair is ideal for all UI students. He said upperclassmen can use the fair to develop their skills for jobs that will be available in the immediate future.

For underclassmen, the fair is an opportunity to learn what international fields are available and to plan what one's major will be.

"The fair is an opportunity to learn what major one intends to go toward as international careers," Arum said.
The Ding, 600 Midwest Avenue, was charged with fifth-degree theft at 3:30 p.m.

Ricky L. Willis, 22, 7723 W. Iowa, was charged with possession of a firearm without a permit at 10:33 a.m.

Amanda J. Goodale, 21, 2053 River Drive, was charged with disorderly conduct at 10:45 p.m.
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Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole spoke to students at St. Louis University in St. Louis, Mo., Wednesday during a campaign rally. Dole spoke about his economic plan.

It is much the same in Pennsylvania and Ohio, where the unemployment rate has fallen to 5 percent or lower in 1996. New Jersey stands out with a 6 percent minus 2 percent rate, but that is about to be an 8 percent rate in two years.

In the story that follow, the bubble-Wall Street Journal reporter Linda Dole discussed Lehman Brothers, a major investment bank in New York City, which has been operating at a massive loss.
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It is much the same in Pennsylvania and Ohio, where the unemployment rate has fallen to 5 percent or lower in 1996. New Jersey stands out with a 6 percent minus 2 percent rate, but that is about to be an 8 percent rate in two years.
House OKs 2 immigration bills

Rick Hampson
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Nearly 300 House members, almost all in favor of tightening immigration laws, approved a sweeping bill that would bar legal immigrants from sponsoring relatives. It would also bar legal immigrants from being sponsored by relatives.

The bill would bar legal immigrants from sponsoring relatives. It would also bar legal immigrants from being sponsored by relatives.

The bill, sponsored by Rep. Lamar Smith, R-Texas, and introduced by the House, would bar legal immigrants from sponsoring relatives. It would also bar legal immigrants from being sponsored by relatives.
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Kim, a South Korean diplomat in Washington, D.C., was charged with leak- ing classified information. Kim's arrest comes after an internal FBI investigation that found the diplomat had been passing classified documents to another government official for more than a year, according to a new affidavit.

The affidavit, written by a highly experienced FBI agent, accuses Kim of passing sensitive information to an unnamed recipient. The recipient, who is also a South Korean government official, has not been publicly identified.

The documents that Kim is alleged to have shared include classified information from the Department of Defense and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). The FBI believes that Kim passed the documents to the recipient in exchange for money.

Kim, who has been a diplomat in the United States for several years, is accused of passing 10 top-secret documents to the recipient. These documents include information about military technology, intelligence gathering, and national security.

Kim is scheduled to appear in federal court on Friday, September 27, for his initial appearance. The FBI has not released any further details about the investigation or the recipient.

The FBI has been investigating Kim since last year, and the charges were filed in federal court on Wednesday. The charges carry a potential penalty of up to 10 years in prison and a fine of up to $10,000.

Kim, who is a 35-year-old South Korean national, is currently living in the United States. He was arrested on Tuesday, September 24, after the FBI conducted a search of his home in Washington, D.C.

The FBI has not released any further details about the investigation or the recipient. The charges were filed in federal court on Wednesday.

The FBI has been investigating Kim since last year, and the charges carry a potential penalty of up to 10 years in prison and a fine of up to $10,000.
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Yeltsin faces coronary bypass

"If there's a feeling that the presidential staff is ruling instead of him, the question might be raised," in parliament, said Communist Congressman Sergei Ushenin.

"There is no reason why Yeltsin cannot function in his capacity as president."

American specialist Michael Delabree

"Patient's condition has now stabilized sufficiently to be able to go home," said American specialist Michael Delabree, with Yeltsin's heart specialist from three years Wednesday and will return for the operation.

"There is no reason why Yeltsin cannot function in his capacity as president," while allowing Yeltsin to go home and continue recovery at home.

"There is no reason why Yeltsin cannot function in his capacity as president," as stated by Michael Delabree, with Yeltsin's heart specialist from three years Wednesday and will return for the operation.

"There is no reason why Yeltsin cannot function in his capacity as president," as stated by Michael Delabree, with Yeltsin's heart specialist from three years Wednesday.

Sergei Ushenin, speaker of the Duma, the lower house.

Yeltsin's illness was also causing anxiety in Washington, D.C., about the future of Russia's economic reform.
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Attention: UNIONS, SENIORS, and MBA’s (All Majors Welcome)

- Do you like to be entrepreneurial and creative?
- Are you a leader on campus, extra-curricular activities, or on the job?
- Do you work well on a team & with diverse groups of people?
- Are you a self-starter who is goal-oriented?
- Do you like to find solutions to tough problems?
- Are you a good communicator?
- Do you want significant responsibility - Day One?
- Do you want a competitive salary, company car, and some of the best benefits around?
- Are you looking for a career with one of the best companies in the WORLD?

If you answered YES to these questions, APPLY FOR:

Procter & Gamble Sales Management

**FULL-TIME POSITIONS**

(Summer 1997)

To Apply and/or Learn More, Please Join Us At The P&G Informational Open House

Thursday, October 3, 1996
Iowa Room of the Iowa Memorial Union
6:00-7:00 p.m. (Representatives will also be available Friday morning, Oct. 4, from 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. in the Wisconsin Room of the Iowa Memorial Union)
No Resumes Required • Casual

Juniors, Seniors, MBA’s... Join Us! Open to All Majors

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Yankees storm to title

Brewers fall victim to Yankee hit parade

Tomm Wrather
Associated Press

NEW YORK — The AL East was finally won, yet the celebration was still so bold. The New York Yankees had another game to play.

The Yanks clinched their first AL East title since 1981 with its highest scoring game in 13 years. A 2 runs of the Milwaukee Brewers in the first inning of a doubleheader on Wednesday. The Yankees also won the second game 2-0.

\[ \text{New York Yankees vs. Milwaukee Brewers} \]

\[ \text{1st game: 7-2; 2nd game: 2-0} \]

James Koomer

Daily Iowan

Iowa volleyball coach Linda Schonborn didn't search for any excuses in evaluating her team's performance in Monday's sweep of Illinois. Instead, Schonborn got right to the point in describing her team's 15-10, 15-6, 15-4 win over the Fighting Illini.

"They showed up to play and we didn't," Schonborn said of the Illini.

\[ \text{Iowa vs. Illinois} \]

\[ \text{3 sets: 15-10, 15-6, 15-4} \]

Women's Tennis

Hawkeyes hope seven is enough

Chris Janes

The Daily Iowan

The dual came as seven for the Hawkeyes' starting lineup this season. The players included the usual seven starters, but also included the seventh-year junior, Jamie Stanko.

"Feel good about having seven players this year," Janes said. "It's good to have seven. Plus, I think there are advantages to having seven. The seven are going to be very good this year and I hope that they will probably carry us through the rest of the season as long as we stay healthy.

\[ \text{Iowa vs. Minnesota} \]

\[ \text{7 sets: 15-10, 15-6, 15-4} \]

Smell like Mike!

Chicago Bulls' Michael Jordan passes during an event to launch the new perfume called "Michael Jordan Classics" in Chicago on Tuesday.

\[ \text{Chicago Bulls} \]

\[ \text{Michael Jordan} \]

\[ \text{New perfume launch} \]

\[ \text{Chicago Bulls} \]

Women's Tennis

Iowa senior Jill DeChickelder bags the ball Wednesday night against Illinois in Carver-Hawkeye Arena.

\[ \text{Iowa vs. Illinois} \]

\[ \text{2 sets: 15-10, 15-6} \]
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Baseball Roundup

Mariners end skid, keep playoff hopes alive

Associated Press

Seattle and Texas - The Seattle Mariners ended a 10-game losing streak by stopping a three- against the Texas Rangers, their first win in 14 days.

The Mariners began the day 13 1/2 games behind the California Angels, who played at Baltimore on Wednesday night. The Rangers defeated Minnesota 4-3 and were helped by the Yankees, as the Florida Marlins strained a groin.

Brian McRae opened the game 1-0 with a leadoff homer. He had been sidelined with a groin strain since Aug. 25 and allowed two runs on Thursday. The Montreal Expos returned to the wild-card leader, which played at the New York Yankees on Wednesday, 1-0 with a 1-0 win.

The Associated Press

AWAY
AWAY
With
HOME (4): Sop! Tendersliced beel served open ·1aced
Their hopes for a play...
Penn State's Snyder uses martial arts to help on-field performance

Dave joy
Associated Press

STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP) — Penn State's Christian Pillow is looking for even more fuel.

The 6-foot-1, 250-pound offensive lineman, a redshirt freshman and the No. 3 stuntline starter, said Sunday he gained weight over the summer while piecing together his offensive line from the field on the field, said Joy.

Pillow has been successful in his new role as a defensive tackle.

Still looking for job?

The IOWA MEMORIAL UNION has a variety of positions available for students seeking fun, flexible, and competitive employment!

- KITCHEN PREPARATION / COOKING
- BOOKSTORE / RIVER ROOM CAFETERIA
- CATERING / IOWA HOUSE & HOTEL MANAGEMENT

To apply:
Visit the Student Personnel Office in Room 301 IMU
For more information call 335-0648.

The University of Iowa's Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
Women & minorities are encouraged to apply.

The door to opportunity is always open for college students. Stop by and apply.

103 S Dubuque Street in Iowa City

Opening hours:
Monday: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Thursday: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Friday: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday: 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday: Closed

Ad information:
# of Days: 3
Category: Full-time

Phone: 335-5784 or 335-5785
Office Hours: Monday - Thursday 9-5
Friday 9-4
1986 HONDA CRX SI
5-speed, high miles, reliable. 354-1369.

1991 FORD TEMPO
8-cyl, power windows, AC. 339-3366.

1992 ZX600R NINJA

1986 BMW 325
166,000 miles. Well maintained. 339-1504.

1986 COROLLA DX
4-cyl, 156,000 miles. Well maintained. 339-6258.

1991 FORD E-150 FULL
Complete van. 45K, V8, AC/TV, full phone. 339-6258.

1989 DINAN ACURA INTEGRA VSEC
5-speed, 18K, green, 250 miles. 339-3036.

1981 PONTIAC FIREBIRD
V8, 302 engine, 76K miles. 339-6258.

1989 MITCHELL GALANT LS
4-d, auto, maroon, moon roof, loaded, 39,000 miles. 339-1403.

1990 HONDA CIVIC SI
Exhaust manifold, Spoiler. 339-0500.

1993 JEEP WRANGLER
5-speed, white, 125K miles. 339-6258.

1995 CROWN VICTORIA

1993 CHEVY BEL AIR WAGON
Rust-free. Corvair 327 4-speed. Nice classic. 337-7120.

1995 NISSAN 200SX

1991 VOLKSWAGEN GOLF GL
$499 MONTH LEASE EXAMPLE

ALL VWS HAVE
• 10 YEAR, 100,000 MILES WARRANTY
• 2 YEAR, 24,000 MILES FREE SERVICE

CAROUSEL MOTORS
2539 S. WASHINGTON
337-1010
Call 337-1010 for details.

$100 OFF FOR RENT
1911 S. 6TH STEET
337-1010

ADVERTISE IN THE DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIEDS
335-5784 by phone
335-6257 by fax

The Daily Iowan Classifieds Work!
335-5784 by phone
335-6257 by fax

A Photo is Worth A Thousand Words
SELL YOUR CAR
30 DAYS FOR
$40 (photo and up to 15 words)

1993 SATURN SL1
4-speed, fully loaded. Must sell. Call first for details. 337-0840.

A Photo is Worth A Thousand Words
SELL YOUR CAR
30 DAYS FOR
$40 (photo and up to 15 words)

We'll come out and take a photo of your car
(iowa City/Coralville area only)
Your ad will run for 30 days - for $40
Deadline: 2 days prior to run date desired
For more information contact
The Daily Iowan Classified Dept.
IOWA CITY MORNING NEWSPAPER
335-5784 or 335-5785
Despite losses, Buckeye offense continues to dominate

Irish hold big game advantage

The start of the season has often been marked by questions about Ohio State's offense. Now, a similar query surfaces.

"I'd say they've been practicing since the first day," said Ohio State coach John Cooper, "so I don't know if we've got a question there."

With No. 4 Notre Dame visiting Columbus, Ohio State fans wonder if their offense is prepared for a showdown with the Irish. The Buckeyes have struggled to score consistently in recent games.

"We're probably more balanced this year," Cooper said. "We're not as one-dimensional as we were last year."

The question now: How many points can Ohio State score against Notre Dame? Some experts predict 30 points or more, while others think it will be closer to 20.

In his ninth season at Ohio State, Cooper is optimistic about his team's chances against Notre Dame.

"I'm anxious to find out how they'll respond," he said. "I'm really looking forward to this game."
Arts & Entertainment

Now showing at a theater near you...

"Alaska" (PG) — Arranged by an unethical polar bear hunt. In the story, Jamie and her brother Sean track a bear to the bush and capture it in the mountains. Opies Park, Cinema II, and Sycamore Mall.

"A Time to Kill" (R) — Do not expect adult viewers to enjoy this. This film is about a young man who takes the law into his own hands after his daughter is brutally raped. However, understand all the hype, as the film draws about a poor factory worker (Laren T. Jackson) who will take the law into his own hands. At CoralIFF Theatres, Coralville.

"Big Head" — A trailer for the latest installment of "The Teddy Bear Movie" — a movie about a cute and original who is chased across the country by bad guys. The only original aspect of the film is the title. At CoralIFF Theatres, Coralville.

"Bullseyeproof" (R) — Damon Wayans and Adam Sandler star in the latest installment of "The Teddy Bear Movie" — a movie about a cute and original who is chased across the country by bad guys. The only original aspect of the film is the title. At CoralIFF Theatres, Coralville.

"Extreme Measures" (R) — Hugh Grant gets "Nine Months" onto the screen with "Extreme Measures." It is about a blind band of vigilantes who catch up in the excitement. At CoralIFF Theatres.

"Fly Away Home" (PG) — To the stunts in Harvey. If you're going to make a corny, yet heartwarming family movie centering around environmental conservation and conservationism, this one sure matches the genre. At Corn Valley.

"Independence Day" (R) — Following the really disastrous destruction of major cities across the globe by alien spaceships, the president (Bill Pullman) and a computer wizard (Jeff Goldblum) band together to save humankind. Although the film narrative is complete and balanced sentimentally, the creative special effects allow viewers to get caught up in the excitement. At Englert Theatre.

"Lost Man Standing" (R) — Will Smith plays a mysterious driver/rancher who assassinates a photographer on both sides of the border. Will it be exciting? No. But it's worth a look. At Cascade.

"The Coup" (R) or "An washed-up golfer you the Hobie, Robert Culp adds to his string of portraying crooks (and, in this case, convoluted) characters. In one scene he's goofy and dumpy, in another he's the same dumpy, but Culp can't find the bridge that connects them. At different side.

"Extreme Measures" (PG) or "An washed-up golfer you the Hobie, Robert Culp adds to his string of portraying crooks (and, in this case, convoluted) characters. In one scene he's goofy and dumpy, in another he's the same dumpy, but Culp can't find the bridge that connects them. At different side.

"The Coup" (R) — An washed-up golfer you the Hobie, Robert Culp adds to his string of portraying crooks (and, in this case, convoluted) characters. In one scene he's goofy and dumpy, in another he's the same dumpy, but Culp can't find the bridge that connects them. At different side.

"Extreme Measures" (PG) or "An washed-up golfer you the Hobie, Robert Culp adds to his string of portraying crooks (and, in this case, convoluted) characters. In one scene he's goofy and dumpy, in another he's the same dumpy, but Culp can't find the bridge that connects them. At different side.

"Tori Amos — ocky Tour '96

"Spun" (R) — The film tells the story of a fictional band from Erin, Texas, that seeks up the chance to become America's biggest superstars. Before they capture superstardom, the band members begin to see that something is not right. At CoralIFF Theatres.

With the colorful visualization, the film tries for mood. At Corn Valley.

"Outbreak: The Last Great Disease" (PG) — The film follows the story of a fictional band from Erin, Texas, that seeks up the chance to become America's biggest superstars. Before they capture superstardom, the band members begin to see that something is not right. At CoralIFF Theatres.
Guitar show, sale to be held Sunday

Niva Nowel
The Daily Iowan

Local guitarist Victor Oren is planning to hold a guitar show and sale in a hotel in Iowa City. The event will be held in the Holiday Inn Restaurant and Convention Center.

Oren, a student at the University of Iowa, is a musician who specializes in classical guitar. He has been playing the instrument for several years and has performed at various events around the state.

He is planning to sell a variety of guitars, including some he has made himself. The guitars will be priced reasonably, and Oren will be available to answer any questions about them.

The event is scheduled for Sunday, October 26, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. It is open to the public and free of charge.

The Holiday Inn Restaurant and Convention Center is located at 700 University Ave. in Iowa City. For more information, contact Victor Oren at (319) 335-5900.
Museum exhibits headrests

Kirsten Mullee

The Daily Iowan

“People often just don’t sleep — at least not at the UI Museum of Art,” said "Sleeping Beauties" curator Anne Keeton Browne, museum curator of the arts of Africa, Oceania and the Americas.

"It is in the first time anyone has pulled together a collection of headrests," Browne said, "and so interesting in that all the pieces were made to serve the same solution for a functional problem. What to put your head at night.

"The headrests, which date from a variety of cultures, serve as a means of studying the evolution of art that was made.

"Everyone around the world dreams, and it is interesting to see how people in other parts of the world sleep and what they use for how people in other parts of the world sleep and what they use for..." Browne said.

"In all the different parts of the world, the headrests are made, then religious and spiritual images," she said. "In some cases, they are viewed as a way to stay in contact with anterior spirits.

"Sleeping Beauties," an exhibition of more than 150 headrests from Africa, Asia and Oceania, is currently on display at the UI Museum of Art. The exhibit will be on view at least until late 1994 when the museum will have a new exhibition of more than 150 pieces from around the world.

"You may wonder if the headrests are comfortable or not," Dewey said. "I've tried it — it's hard, but it is fun. I don't know what you'd use it for."

"One reason for the wooden sculptures in the hall is probably fitting the times of the 15th century," Dewey said. "They are also a means of showing that people can be more expressive and not just animals as in earlier times.

"Several stone headrests from Asia also show some Chinese influence, as well as a few that have been made to protect belongings of ancestors.

"Although the features of the headrests are universal, in many cases, they are very unique."
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and perceived evil.

Both Pierce and Butler said they hope the play will cause people to think about where they stand in a world of moral differences.

VIDEO GAMES

Continued from Page 17

based on CD-ROM are able to provide more information into a situation of quiet, allowing for more game play on a variety of platforms.

While not universally accepted, videogames have found a niche market in schools.

"Madden '96" - A world devoted to football games, Madden '96 is a supersports, Gridiron fans. What separates this game, besides advertisements for this Saturn and commercials for college football, NCAA Bowl and Super Bowl. What separates this game, besides advertisements for this Saturn and commercials for college football, NCAA Bowl and Super Bowl.

Gridiron '97 is a superpower. Gridiron fans. What separates this game, besides advertisements for this Saturn and commercials for college football, NCAA Bowl and Super Bowl.

"Nights" - As the numerous 3-D graphics do, Nights showcases Mario Brothers, Nights showcases Mario Brothers, Nights showcases Mario Brothers, Nights showcases Mario Brothers, Nights showcases Mario Brothers, Nights showcases Mario Brothers, Nights showcases Mario Brothers, Nights showcases Mario Brothers.

"Wipeout" - While this game easily fits into the category of a video game, this game is a true 3-D fighter that requires patience, as well as a fair amount of skill.

"War Hawk" - Mass destruction, armed combat and adventure, War Hawk is the perfect game for those who want to be part of a team.

"Tekken - 96" - The most expensive fighting video game to date, it's got it all - high-quality graphics, detailed character design, and a wide range of fighting styles.

"Wipeout" - While this game easily fits into the category of a video game, this game is a true 3-D fighter that requires patience, as well as a fair amount of skill.
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**Weekend Fun**

**TONIGHT**

**LIVE MUSIC**
Atlantic Rocking Artiste The God Will play with special guests Johnny Stamps and Snappers at E. Washington St. Doors will open at 6 p.m.

Like Hall and Storm will play at 6 p.m. at E. Washington St. Doors will open at 6 p.m.

The Iowa City Progressives: Neta Nolan, Ralph Judge, and Ralph Nader for president at The 9:30 rant & rant... are available at the theater for $8.

**THEATER**
Black Action Theatre will perform the drama "Funnyhouse of a Negro" in Theatre A of the UI Theatre Building at 8:30 p.m. Tickets for the performance are $6, $5 for UI students and senior citizens.

**Bijou**
6 p.m. — "Mystery Science Theater 3000"
7 p.m. — "Les Miserables"
8:30 p.m. — "La, t Supper"

Johnny E. Washington work will support a fund-raiser for St. Mill Restaurant, Ralph Nader for president at The 9:30 rant & rant...

"Les Miserables" will become professional stock of the Germanic groups that set.

**SUNDAY**

**LIVE MUSIC**

Civil's Muse will perform at the Mill Restaurant at 9 p.m.

**Bijou**
7 p.m. — "Last Supper"
8 p.m. — "Mystery Science Theater 3000"

**THEATER**

Black Action Theatre will perform the drama "Funnyhouse of a Negro" in Theatre A of the UI Theatre Building at 8:30 p.m. Tickets for the performance are $6, $5 for UI students and senior citizens.

**EVENTS**

**EVENTS**

Johnny E. Washington work will support a fund-raiser for St. Mill Restaurant, Ralph Nader for president at The 9:30 rant & rant...

"Les Miserables" will become professional stock of the Germanic groups that set.

"La, t Supper"
8:30 p.m. — "Les Miserables"
9:30 p.m. — "Mystery Science Theater 3000"

Black Action Theatre will perform the drama "Funnyhouse of a Negro" in Theatre A of the UI Theatre Building at 8:30 p.m. Tickets for the performance are $6, $5 for UI students and senior citizens.

**THEATER**

Black Action Theatre will perform the drama "Funnyhouse of a Negro" in Theatre A of the UI Theatre Building at 8:30 p.m. Tickets for the performance are $6, $5 for UI students and senior citizens.

**EXHIBITIONS**

"Assembling Magazines: International Networking Collaborations from Hungary to Las Vegas," an exhibition centering on photography, will be on display Saturday through Monday at the UI Museum of Art. Days and hours

**TUESDAY**

**LIVE MUSIC**

The Steve Kirkpatrick Band will perform at the Mill Restaurant at 9 p.m.

**THEATER**

Black Action Theatre will perform the drama "Funnyhouse of a Negro" in Theatre A of the UI Theatre Building at 8:30 p.m. Tickets for the performance are $6, $5 for UI students and senior citizens.

**ARTS CALENDAR BLANK**

Mail is to be The Daily Iowan, Communications Center Room B-10, Des Moines, IA 50309-0001. Mail will not be available to the public. Mail will not be available to the public.

**THEATER**

Black Action Theatre will perform the drama "Funnyhouse of a Negro" in Theatre A of the UI Theatre Building at 8:30 p.m. Tickets for the performance are $6, $5 for UI students and senior citizens.

**ADMISSION**

Admission
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